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Steve Flynn was the five goal star when unbeaten HAYWARD SUNDAY PREMIER LEAGUE 

pacesetters Priory Sports blitzed Bournemouth Electric 7-2 to go nine points clear at the top. 

Rafael Santos and Chris Burden were the other Priory marksmen with Matt Day and Josh 

Green providing some consolation for the Sparkies. 

There have been some action packed thrillers between DIVISION TWO championship rivals 

Abbey and Throop United in both league and cup games this season and their latest 

encounter was no exception.    Throop’s Shane Sheridan was sent off after handling the ball 

on the goal line to prevent a goal scoring opportunity but goalkeeper Mark Frost saved the 

resultant penalty kick.   It was to prove to be a vital contribution by the Throop custodian as 

they eventually shaded it 2-1 thanks to Adam Louka’s first half strike and Chris Ballam’s 70th 

minute winner to take over on top of the table.    Abbey’s goal came courtesy of an own 

goal by a Throop defender. 

Sam Carter and Ryan Sonner bagged two apiece when Poole Borough UAB finished three 

points clear at the top of  DIVISION THREE with a 6-2 victory over Ferndown Forest.   Kyle 

Spyers and Jamie-Ray Minett were the other UAB marksmen with Richard Pope and Roger 

Sears replying for Forest. 

Bournemouth Electric A need just two points from their four remaining games to become 

champions of DIVISION FIVE after Tom Flynn scored all four goals in their 4-2 success 

against Ferndown Wayfarers who replied through Ian Male and Trevor Cook. 

AFC Burton Reserves were also 4-2 winners when they subdued Bearwood Broncos through 

Harry Fry, Ryan Attree, and a couple of goals from Kyle Butler.   Dan Edwards scored both 

goals for the Broncos. 

Karl Chalkley struck for Pilot Reserves but the DIVISION SEVEN title contenders saw a couple 

of precious points slip away when Redhill Rangers held them to a 1-1 draw thanks to a 

Shane Baker penalty. 

Vienna Reserves opened up a six point lead at the top of the table when they swept nearest 

rivals Rushmere Reserves aside 4-1 thanks to James Bainton and a Joe Bennett hat-trick.   

Yusuf Akanni was the Rushmere scorer. 

Meanwhile, AFC Broadstone just got the better of Longfleet 1-0. 

 

 

 


